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Abstract 
Supermodular functions can be represented as minima of suitable modular functions under 
certain constraints. A general order-theoretic condition allowing such representations for func- 
tions on orders and lattices respectively will be introduced. The underlying idea is redistribution 
(movement) of “mass” given by the MGbius inverse of the function to be expressed. The repre- 
sentation of a (Choquet) capacity as a minimum of probability distributions - a so-called lower 
probability - is an important special case. 
@words; Deviation property; Elementary functions; Mijbius inversion; n-monotonicity; Pseudominimal 
sets 
1. Introduction 
Let (U, <) be a finite order. Real-valued functions f on U which are either sub- or 
supermodular or satisfy even stronger conditions appear in a variety of theories such as 
combinatorial optimization and combinatorics (see e.g. [5]), robust statistics (see e.g. 
[9,4]), game theory, stochastic geometry (see e.g. [8]), and of course potential theory 
[6]. It is the aim of this paper to shed some light on the discrete structure of those 
topics. 
A function given on a lattice U is called (as usual) supermodular (submodular), if 
it satisfies for all x, y E U, 
where V is the supremum and A is the infimum in the lattice. A function is modular 
if it is both sub- and supermodular. Within this paper we will consider increasing sub- 
and supermodular functions only. If (U, <) is the power set of some finite set A4 
together with set inclusion, denoted by (P(M), C), a strengthening of supermodularity 
is well known to be co-monotonicity. A co-monotone function is characterized by 
its Miibius inverse being nonnegative. The MGbius inverse of a sub- or supermodular 
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function may be negative on some subsets of M. The role of oc-monotone functions on 
arbitrary orders will be taken over by what is called an additive function below. Such 
are known, for example, from counting problems where they appear in sieve formulas 
(see [71). 
The method we apply here for representing and bounding functions is redistribution 
(movement) of the Mobius inverse of the underlying function. This method appears in 
several variations and it should be not surprising that e.g. an analogy to transportation 
problems is established. 
The further outset of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will introduce the 
deviation property of an order with respect o an additive function. This leads to a 
minimum representation of the function. In Section 3 we will relax the assumptions 
on f and strengthen the assumptions on the order to maintain that representation. 
In Section 4 we will construct certain minimum representations and lower bounds of 
specifiable monotonicity. Related issues will be discussed in the final section. 
:= will denote a definition, ]A] denotes the cardinality of a set A, and 0 marks the 
end of a proof. We will denote by f 6 h or by f d oh a function f having values less 
or equal to those of a function h throughout U. 
2. Representing additive functions 
A function f : U -+ lRB - with [wa denoting the set of nonnegative reals - will be 
called additive (or sum function), if it is given by some other function g : U -+ [wa 
in the form 
g is the Mobius inverse of f: 
g(x) = ~P(YG)f(Yk 
Y<X 
where p : U x U --) Z is the Mobius function of (U, < ) (p does not depend on f ). Note 
that the Mobius inverse of g is again f so that f and g can be called Mobius inverses 
of each other. If (U, <) = (B(M), (I), g20, f(0) = 0, and f(M) = 1, then f is 
called a oo-monotone (Choquet) capacity. It can be regarded as a distribution function 
of some set-valued random variable taking values in B(M). A probability distribution 
over M is a Choquet capacity whose Mobius inverse vanishes outside singletons of M. 
A supermodular function over B(M) is called 2-monotone in the original work [3] and 
a function on .9(M) is a capacity if it is increasing. oo-monotone (even 2-monotone) 
capacities f are known to be representable as f = min{Pi, . . . , PN}, where Pi are 
probability distributions over M. A minimum over probability distributions is often 
called Iower probability. f can be also considered as a shorthand notation for a set of 
probability distributions. The proof of the last identity is accomplished by separation 
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arguments from convex analysis and it carries over to particular infinite domains (where 
“min” may be replaced by “inf’) by the Hahn-Banach extension theorem. There is an 
easy way to show f = min(P1,. . . , PN} for finite M. 
Lemma 1. Let f be a w-monotone capacity (additive function) over (B(M), G). 
Then there exist finitely many probability distributions such that their minimum 
equals f over B(M): 
f = min{Pl,...,PN}. 
Proof. Fix an arbitrary, nonempty set A C 44. Construct a probability measure PA on 
M with f <PA on 9(M) and PA(A) = f(A). The “mass” g(B) of every set B GA is 
arbitrarily distributed among elements of B. All other mass not already placed on a 
singleton will be placed on some singleton outside A. PA satisfies f(A) = CB EA 
g(B) = CXEA PA({x}) = PA(A) and it trivially satisfies f <PA on B(M). This com- 
pletes the argument by taking the minimum over all PA, A E 9(M) - (0) (and thus 
N =21Ml - 1). 0 
Function f need not have a minimum representation if the assumption of its Mobius 
inverse g attaining only nonnegative values is violated. More general orders for which 
an analog of Lemma 1 is true will be derived next. This requires some generaliza- 
tions of the situation occurring in the previous lemma. The set of singletons will be 
generalized to pseudominimal sets: 
Definition 1. A set Uf G U is called pseudominimal (with respect o f) if and only 
if 
(1) Uf is a G-maximal antichain in U, i.e. Uf is a G-maximal subset of U where 
each two elements are not comparable and 
(2) g vanishes below Uf, i.e. for all u E U for which exists u’ E Uf with u<u’, 
u # u’, function g satisfies g(u) = 0. 
Here, a probability distribution will be generalized to an elementary function. 
Definition 2. A function h : U + [w, with h(x) = CYgX k(y), where k : U + Rb , is 
called elementary (with respect o a pseudominimal set Uf C_ U), if k vanishes outside 
Uf, i.e. if for all x E U - Uf holds: k(x) = 0. 
Elementary functions on a lattice are generally not the modular functions. 
Let us denote for a E U the set of all pseudominimal e ements below a by U,(a) := 
{x E Uf and x <u}. Let further U(f) := {x 1 x E U and U,(x) # 0) denote the set of 
all elements which have at least one pseudominimal e ement below it. 
Definition 3. An order (U, d ) has the deviation property (with respect o f or some 
pseudominimal set Uf), if V a, b E U(f) with b 6 a 3 c E Uf(b) - U,(a). 
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The deviation property is shared by quite a few well-known structures. Only some 
examples are given here. 
Example 1. (1) (9(M), C) has the deviation property with respect to {{x} 1 x E M}. 
(2) Let II, be the set of all partitions of { 1,. . . , n} with rt Q e if and only if every 
class of n is contained in one of e. (II, < ) has the deviation property with respect 
to the set of partitions of n - 2 singletons and one two-element class. 
(3) An independence system and especially a matroid (9, (I) over A4 has the deviation 
property with respect to {{x} 1 x E M}. 
Probability distributions on A4 are elementary functions with respect to {{x)/x E M}. 
Furthermore, a modification of the well-known Eulerian rp-function results in an ele- 
mentary function being completely different from a probability distribution. Therefore, 
consider equivalence classes of positive integers derived from their prime number fac- 
torization n = p: . . . p: with r-1,.  . , rk > 1. The class of n is defined by 
The classes [p] of the primes p are pseudominimal if the order is given by divisibility. 
Example 2. Let CJI with q(n) = I{d 1 1 <d <n and gcd(d, n) = l}] be the Eulerian 
function. gcd(d, n) denotes the greatest common devisor of d and n. For n = p;’ . . . p:, 
q(n) = nnf=,(l - l/pi) = n+(n) and q,(n) := nf=,(l - l/pi) hold. Since cp* is 
constant on the classes [n], cp* with cp*([n]) := cp*(n) is well defined and -log(cp*) 
with 
i=l 
is an elementary function. The same applies for the Mangoldt function A with 
where A*([n]) := A(n) is elementary. 
We are now ready to state Lemma 1 in an abstract setting. 
Theorem 1 (Minimum representation of additive functions). Let (U, < ) be a jinite or- 
der, f an additive function with f(x) = C ,,_ g(y) and let Uf be pseudominimal. If 
U has the deviation property with respect o f, then there exist elementary functions 
hl ,...,hN : U(f) + (w>, such that 
f =min{ht,...,hN) 
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Proof. For each a E U with t.Jf(a) # 0, we construct an elementary function h, which 
attains value f(a) on a and which has a value of at least S(b) on all other b E U with 
Uf(b) # 0. Minimizing over all these h, will ensure the desired equality. (Indeed, it 
is insufficient to consider only a E U - Uf with U,(a) # 0.) 
Let a E U with Uf(u) # 0. Move the mass g(x) of each XQU, where x $Z Us(a), 
onto those elements of U,(u) which are Gx. (Transitivity of < implies U,(x) 2 U,(a) 
for each xdu.) Each x 6 a, which does not belong to Uf, is treated in the same 
manner. Mass g(x) is exclusively moved onto elements of Uf - U,(a) (f 0 due to the 
deviation property). A function h, : U -+ OB, and its Mobius inverse ga : U -+ RB 
with h,(x) = C yGX ga( y) are generated by this, where ga vanishes above Uf, f d h, 
on U, and h,(a) = f(a). The overall mass of h, is the same as that of f, i.e. 
&U, go(x) = CxELi g(x). Thus, 
on U(f). q 
Determining a respective elementary function h, is superfluous if there is some e E U 
with e # a and h,(e) = f(e). The particular way mass g(x) is moved motivates the 
name “deviation property”. It is illustrated in Hasse diagram-like sketch in Fig. 1. 
3. Representing supermodular functions 
The assumptions on f are relaxed from additivity to supermodularity and assump- 
tions about (U, <) are strengthened from order to lattice to maintain the minimum 
expression. (There exist orders with deviation property which are not lattices.) Chains 
in the lattice will support the arguments. Hence, we illustrate the relation between 
chains and the deviation property. 
Let the height hf(u) of an element a E U(f) of a lattice U be defined to be 
maximum cardinality of a chain ui < . . . <a of distinct elements Ui E U with u1 E 
Uf(u). The height of a is bounded by the “width” 1 Uf 1. 
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Lemma 2. Let (U, d ) have the deviation property with respect to Uf. Then 
hf(a)Wfl 
for all a E U(j” ). 
Proof. Let ~1 <u2< .,. du, = a be a maximal chain with ut E U,(a). Because of 
IUf(ut)l = 1 = hf(ul) it follows by induction that IUf(ui)jahf(ui), 1 <i<r. The 
lemma thus follows from Uf(u,.) 2 Uf. !J 
For order relations whose Hasse diagram is of a particular type of intree, all in- 
equalities of Lemma 2 hold with equality; the pseudominimal elements are therefore 
chosen to be the minimal elements. Furthermore, particular intrees allow for the max- 
imum height among all orders with deviation property. For hxed size IV(f)1 = const, 
the maximum possible height of any element is obtained for intrees U(f) with odd 
IV(f)1 = const as max{hf(a) I /U(f)1 = const} = hf(ao) = IU(f)l; element a0 is 
unique. 
Theorem 2 (Minimum representation of supermodular functions). Let (U, <) be a Ji- 
nite lattice with deviation property with respect to a pseudominimal set Uf and let 
f : U -+ R a be isotone and supermodular vanishing outside U( f ). For each maximal 
chain ul< . . . < ur with { ~1,. . . , u,} G U( f ), let 
IUf(ui+l)l = IUf(ui)l + 1, i = l,..., r - 1, 
and let there be such a chain through each a E U(f ). Then there exist elementary 
functions h 1, . . . , hn with respect to Uf such that 
f =min{hr,...,hv} 
on U(f ). 
Proof. The approach is a refinement of the proof technique for Theorem 1. For each 
a E U(f) there will be constructed an upper bound h, which is sharp in a. 
Let in the first place be a E Uf and let ut < 242 < e . . <u, be a cardinal@-maximal 
chain in U(f) with a = UI and u, = u*, where u* is the greatest element of (U, <); 
greatest and smallest element u* exist, since (U, d ) is a finite lattice. 
By the assumptions there is a numbering of Uf = {WI,. . . , wr} corresponding to the 
chain such that Uf(ui) = {w1,w2, e . . ywi} for i = 1,. . . ,r. 
Let 
gAwi) := 1 
f(ul) (=f(ul)-f(u,), sinceu, $ U(f)) ifi= 1, 
f (ui) - f (ui_-l) ifi = 2,...,r. 
For h, with h,(x) = C,+b,,(,.) g=(y) we obtain h,(ui) = f(ui), i = l,...,r, which 
especially implies (for i = 1) h,(a) = f(a) and (for i = r) h,(u*) = CxELI, g&x) = 
f (u*) meaning that h, preserves mass. For each b @’ {uI,u~,. . . ,ur}, let Uf(b) = 
{w,Iwithj= l,..., m} andit < ... <i,,,. Hence, Ui,<...<Ui,. 
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This results in f(b) < h,(b), because 
f(b) = f(b) - f(b A ui,,-1 ) + f(b A ui,_l ) - f(b A ~i,,_~) + * * ’ + f(b A ui, ) 
G f(“i,)-f(ui,-l)+f(ui,_,)-f(ui,_,-I)+..* +f(Ui,)-f(ui,-*) 
=g~(Wi,)+~‘~ + SAWi, ) = h(b). 
The inequality is deduced from the following arguments. 
Case 1. For k = 2,. . . , m - 1. The supermodularity of f implies f(b A uik ) + 
f(Q-1 )Gf((b A ui,) A uik-1) + f((b A uik) V uik-1). 
We have (b A Uik) V uik_1 <uik and (b A uit) A ui,_l = b A UC-1 = b A uin_,; the last 
equality follows since uik_, <ui,-t implies b A uik_, <b A uik-1 (see Fig. 2). 
Assumption. b A uia_, # b A Uik _ 1. From the deviation property follows Uf(b A ub _ I ) - 
Uf(b A UC_,) # 8. On the other hand, 
Uf(bAaik_,)= {Wil,.*.,Wik_,} = Uf(bAui,-t) 
(since Wik lies “only” below uik ), which is a contradiction, 
Hence, altogether it results from the isotonicity of f, 
Case 2. For k = m: The supermodularity of f implies 
f(b) + f(ui,_,)Gf(b A ui,_,) + f(b V ui,). 
It gives b V Ui, <pi,, since b <ui,. 
Assumption. Ui, < b or b is uncomparable with ui,,,. In both cases it follows from the 
deviation property, that there exists c E U,-(b) - Uf(ui, ). This contradicts U,-(b) = 
{W,,W*,... wi,}C{WlrW2~~..~Wi,} = Uf(Uim). 
Hence, the isotonicity of f results in 
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Fig. 3. 
Case 3. For k = 1. In the case ila 2 the term Ui, _ 1 is already defined, in the case 
il = 1 define Ui,-1 = uc := u*. Then we have f(b A ui,_i ) = 0. f being supermodular 
and isotone implies 
meaning that f(b A I.+) = f(b A ui,) - f(b A Ui,-1) <f(Ui,) - f(Ui,_l). 
For each a E U(f) there can by assumption be constructed a cardinality-maximal 
chain through a, which implies h,(a) = f(a). q 
If all elements “below” Uf except u * are removed from U and if U fulfills the 
conditions from Theorem 2, then the resulting lattice posseses the Jordan-Dedekind 
condition meaning that all maximal chains are of equal cardinality. 
Remark 1. From the other assumptions of Theorem 2 the deviation property cannot 
be deduced. However, for distinct a, b E U(f) with ad b it can be deduced from the 
other conditions that U,-(b) - U,-(a) # 0. 
Remark 2. The construction for Theorem 2 can be strengthend so that for each se- 
quence (ai);=, C U(f) with al < . . . <a, there is one elementary function h with 
h(ai) = f(ai), i = I,..., n and f dh. In the case (U, <) = (P(M), G), this is even 
equivalent to the super-modularity of f (see [ 1,4]). 
Example 3. A nontrivial order different from a power set which satisfies all conditions 
of Theorem 2 is given by the Hasse diagram shown in Fig. 3. 
Corollary 1 (Maximum representation for submodular lknctions). If there is - in addi- 
tion to the conditions from Theorem 2 -for every b E U a complement bC E U, such 
that b v bC = u+ and b A bC = u* and tf the de Morgan laws apply on (U, <), then 
f(.) with f(u,) = 0 is submodular if and only if its dual function f(u*) - f(eC) is 
supermodular. Then there exist for any isotone submodular function f : U --f IQ,, 
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elementary functions hi : U --+ [wa with 
f = max{hl,. . . hN}. 
Since a matroid Y has the deviation property (see Example 3), its cardinality function 
f&4) = max{ IB( 1 B E $9 and B CA}, 
which is a submodular function, is a special case of Corollary 1. This becomes obvious 
from the next lemma whose proof is omitted because of simplicity. 
Lemma 3. For each matroid ?I C 9(M) and for each A E P(M) holds 
max{lBl I B E 59 andB&A} = max{lBnAl 1 B E ‘3). 
Hence, 
fs(A) = max{lB n Al ( B E 9} = max{hB(A)IB E %}, 
where hs(A) := IA II BI = CaEA le(a) with 1~ being the indicator function of B. 
Functions hs obviously are elementary with respect to {{x} I x E M}. 
4. Constructing n-monotone functions 
Converses of Theorem 1 are false: function f having .a minimum representation 
over some order neither implies the order having the deviation property nor f being 
additive. In general, f is not even supermodular. This already applies to the simplest, 
nontrivial case of the minimum of N = 2 elementary functions. We will discuss the 
term n-monotonic&y of a function on P(M), n E N U {co}. The exact definitions 
(based on successive differences) can be found, for example, in [3]. Chateauneuf and 
Jaffray [2] gave “tractable” characterizations of these properties. 
Lemma 4 (Chateauneuf and Jaffray [2]). Let f be defined on B(M) with Miibius 
inverse g. For n E N function f is n-monotone, if and only if, for all A E B(M) and 
all C E P(M) with 1 <ICI <n (and CC A), 
c g(B)>@ 
B: CCBCA 
f is co-monotone if and only if f is n-monotone for all n E N. 
Recall that 2-monotonic&y is supermodularity and it is trivial to see that an n- 
monotone function is also m-monotone for all m <n. By admitting C = A in Lemma 4 
it becomes obvious that the oo-monotone capacities are exactely those whose Mijbius 
inverse is nonnegative on B(M). If f is (MI-monotone then it is co-monotone, so 
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for finite sets M there is no strict need for the term co-monotonicity but it simplifies 
formulations considerably. 
Example 4. For A4 = { 1,2,3,4} and 6 E (0, i] consider the probability distributions 
PI and P2, 
P1= (f + $)&I + i&2 + i&j + (; - $6)&q, 
P2 = i&l + (i + 8)&2 + (; + 6)&j + (; - 28)Eq. 
f = min {PI, P2) is not additive, even not supermodular, since At := { 1,2} and 
A2:={1,3} resultin f(AlUA2)+f(AlflA2)=$+~6 < $+$d= f(Al)+f(Az). 
Violation of supermodularity can also be seen by Lemma 4: letting C := { 1,4} and 
A = {L&4} results in Ce:11,41CBCi1,2,41 g(B) = g({l,4))+g({l,2,4)) = 0-: 6 < 0. - - 
For f = min{Pt , P2) being not co-monotone a best lower oo-monotone bound can 
be constructed by transportation problems. The construction applies to the minimum of 
only two probability distributions as this leads to a supply-demand constellation. 
Theorem 3. For arbitrary probability distributions PI and P2 with f = min{Pt,Pz} 
not being additive, there exist further probability distributions P3,. . . , PN, such that 
min{Pt,. . . ,PN} is additive and PI and P2 are not redundant with respect to that 
minim.un. 
Proof. Let 
Zl := {i EM: Pl({i}) > P2({i})} = {L...,k}, 
Z2 := {i EM: Pl({i}) < P2({i})} = {k+ l,...,Z}, 
Z3 := {i EM: Pl({i}) = P2({i})} 
and 
Ai := IPl({i}) - P2({i})l for i E II UZ2. 
ZI, Z2 # 0, but 13 may be empty. By the greedy principle an additive function is 
constructed by transporting A := ‘&, Ai = CiG12 Ai mass from Zt onto Zt x 12. 
( 1) Initialization: i t 1, j +- k + 1, g,(B) + 0 for all B E 11 x 12. 
(2) Repeatuntili=k+l andj=Z+l: 
6 + min{ Ai, A,} 
s*({i,j]) + s*({&j)) + 6 
Ai + Ai - 6 
Aj c Aj - 6 
If Ai = 0, i + i + 1 
IfA,=O,j+j+l. 
Sketch of Zr,Z, and Zt x Z2 (not a Hasse diagram, see Fig. 4.) 
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P*({i}) = min{Pt({i}),P~({i})} if i E II, 
g,({i}) := Pl({i}) = min{Pi({i}),P2({i})} if i E 12, 
Pl({i}) = p2({i)) if i E I,, 
results in an additive function f* with f*( { 1,. . . , n}) = 1. 
By Theorem 1, f* has a minimum representation fL = min{Qi, . . . , QN}. PI and 
P2 must be among {Qi, . . . , QN}, because each two-element set with positive mass 
g* contains exactly one element from Zi and one from 12. If the transport of mass 
(as in the proof of Theorem 1) does not reach Zt (minimum situation for Ii), then 
we reached a unique situation, namely we arrived at P2. Hence, P2 E {Qi, . . . , QN}. 
Similarly follows P1 E {Ql,...,e~}: {P~,P~}L{Q~,...,QN} implies f*<~(~)f. 0 
The construction from Theorem 3 is not unique, because the numberings of Zr and 
12 are not unique. However, f * is a best lower oo-monotone bound. 
Lemma 5. f * is a <py.qmaximal additive function below the nonadditive func- 
tion min{Pi, P2}, meaning that each additive function f’ with f * <BCM) f’ <9B(MJ 
min{Pi,P2} satisjes f* = f’. 
Proof. Assume f * # f ‘. Under the assumption exists a set A E 9(M) with f.(A) -=c 
f’(A). Due to the additivity of f’ and f * there exists some strictly positive mass 
in A which must be moved strictly downwards (in the Hasse diagram) when go- 
ing from f * to f’. Due to the construction of g* this is only possible if mass 
is moved from a two-element set to a singleton, say {io}. Because of g*( {io} > = 
min{Pl({io)),P2((i0))}, th is increase results in f’({io}) > min{P~({i0}),P2({i0})} 
which contradicts f’ <O(M) min{Pi,Pz}. q 
Further analysis of the construction of Theorem 3 allows an easy test for oo- 
monotonicity of min{Pi, P2). min{Pi, P2) is additive, if all best oo-monotone lower 
bounds coincide which is the case if and only if the transportation problem has a 
unique solution. 
Corollary 2. min{Pi, Pz} is additive if and only if II = {i E M I Pl({i)) > Pd{i))) 
or Z2 = {i E M ) Pz({i}) > Pl({i})} is a singleton. 
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A trivial consequence of Corollary 2 is that testing the minimum of two probability 
distributions for additivity is of worst case time complexity O(JMI). 
If min{Pi,PZ} is not even supermodular and if f* is “sufficiently close” to min 
{Pl,Pz}, then there is not even a supermodular function between f* and min 
{Pl,P2). 
Lemma 6. Let min{Pi,Pz} be not 2-monotone and let V.4 E 9(M) with IAl 33 
hold f,(A) = min{Pi(A), P&4)}. Then f * is a ,<g(,+.f)-maximal2-monotone function 
< pCM) min{Pi, Pz}, which means that any 2-monotone function f 2 with f * GO(M) f 2 
dp(~f min{Pi, P2) satisjies f + = f 2. 
Proof. Assume f * # f 2. Because of the construction of f *, there exists A0 E 9(M) 
with lAoI 22 and f&40) < f&40). VA E B(M) with (Al <2 holds g,(A)<g2(.4) and 
g&to) < g2(As), where g2 is the Mobius inverse of f2; f&4) = zBCA g@),A E 
WG 
Since f.(A) = fz(A) = min{Pi(A), Pz(A)} for (AJ >3, there is a set Ai >A0 with 
IA 1 I= 3 and g2(A1 ) < g,(Ai ) = 0. A 1 contains, without loss of generality, two elements 
i, j E II (compare the proof of Theorem 3), such that g,({i, j}) = 0. 
From f+({i, j}) = min{Pl({i,j}),P2({i,j})} and f* <S(M) f2 <Y(M) min(P1,Pd 
follows f*({i,j}) = f&{&j}) and thus gz({i,j}) = 0. This means 
g2Vl) + g2t{M) = 672641) < 0, 
which contradicts the supermodularity of f 2 by Lemma 4 with C := {i, j} and A := 
Al. 0 
Detecting redundancy in an arbitrary lower probability can be reformulated in a 
graph theoretic setting. For f = min{Pi, . . . , PN} define a “minimum incidence” matrix 
A = (mii)$i,i by 
t?lij = 1 w 3A E S(M) - {t&M} with Pi(A) = Pj(A) = f(A) (for i # j). 
mii = 1 w &4 E .9(M) - {Ca,M} with Pi(A) < k=lFgkfi ‘pk(A)‘v 
mii (= 1) indicates whether Pi uniquely attains the minimum for some set A and 
“ii (= 1) indicates for i # j which of several distributions attain the minimum on 
some set A. 
Consider now J as adjacency matrix of an undirected graph Gmin = ( V&,Emin) 
with vertex set Vmin = {PI,. . . , PN} and edge set Emin = {{Pi, Pi} 1 mij = 1). Each 
set A E Y(M) - { 0,M) corresponds in an obvious way to a clique VA = {Pi I Pi E 
Vmin and Pi(A) = f(A)} of Gmin. Ghn is generally disconnected, its cliques V, gen- 
erally are intersecting and the graph may have loops. By construction of Gmin each 
selection of {PI, . . , PN} without redundancy with respect to the minimum operation is 
in l-l relation to a C-minimal selection of elements of each clique of Gmin. The com- 
putational complexity of finding such a selection of minimum cardinality is not known. 
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Testing for oo-monotonicity in case of a minimum of N > 2 probability distributions 
is more difficult than for N = 2. The same applies for the construction of oo-monotone 
and n-monotone lower bounds. A consequence of Lemma 4 is that such lower bounds 
can obviously be constructed by linear programs. 
Lemma 7. Let f be a (1-)monotonefunction on P(M) with f(0) = 0 and f(M) = 1. 
For n E N define f,, : P(M) --+ [0, l] with Miibius inverse g,, by an optimal solution 
of the linear program 
max C f&4) (= C ++“‘gn(B)) 
AC.44 BLM 
Y’A E ww : Cgn(BKf(4 
BCA 
VA,CEP(M)withCCAand l<lCl<n: c gn(B)2O. 
B: CCBCA 
Then fn is a <pp(M,-maximal function, which is n-monotone and which is <pcM, f. 
Proof. f ,, <B(M) f because of the first set of constraints and n-monotonicity is 
implied by Lemma 4 from the second set of constraints. <P(M)-maximal@ of f ,, 
is given by an indirect argument: If there exists an n-monotonte function f’ with 
fn <B(M) f’ <B(M) f and AO E g’(M) with f,@o) < I’, then CAGMfn(A) < 
&Mf’@) h h’ w ic is a contradiction to the maximality of f,,. 0 
Note that the constraints in Lemma 7 admit negative values for the Mobius inverse 
as long as n < IMI. It is an interesting fact that <-maximal lower bounds as in 
Lemma 7 can be constructed by a minimization instead of a maximization. Of course, 
the minimization will not be (trivially) induced by the maximization. The approach is 
making one constraint an equation and in assessing a proper objective function. 
The objective function is chosen to be a particular oo-alternating capacity. Such a 
capacity c is, for example, induced by an infinitely often differentiable function c* 
defined on R, which has derivatives c!“’ whose signs are constant on the whole 
domain but alternating in m. The induction of c by c* is given by the identity 
c(B) := c*(lBI) 
for B E B(M). Since there is no need here, we are not going into a detailed outset 
of n-alternating capacities, n E N U {co} as in [3]. However, the next theorem states 
an intimate relation between oo-monotone and m-alternating capacities. This relation 
goes beyond the well-known relation of a capacity being n-monotone if and only if its 
dual (cf. Corollary 1) is n-alternating. 
Theorem 4 (Constructing a best co-monotone capacity below a capacity of arbitrary 
monotonicity). Let f be a capacity on A4 und let f * be another capacity with Mtibius 
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inverse g+ which is an optimal solution of the linear program 
VA E wq - (0Jf) : Cg*(B)<f(A) 
BCA 
VA E 9yM) - (0) : g*(A)20. 
Let the objective function be given by c(B) := c*(lBl) with 
c*(x) = 
{ 
0, lj-x = 0, 
x - l/x, ifx E R>, 
Then f* is a <q(M)-maximal oo-monotone function <P(M) f. 
The objective function c can be chosen independently from f. c* has the property 
sign($)) = (-l)k+‘,k = l,..., of which the proof will make use. The proof is again 
based on redistributing mass. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (Outline). Let f’ with Mobius inverse g’ be additive and f *G(M) 
f’ <P(M) f. This is shown to imply f’ = f *. 
Assume f * # f ‘. Hence, there exists a G-minimal set Aa E 9’(M) with f .(Ao) < 
f ‘(Ao). Since f.(B) = f’(B) for all B CAo, the equality is also true for the Mobius 
inverses 
g,(B) = g’(B) VB c Ao. 
Obviously, g*(Ao) < g’(Ao). The argument now proceeds along the sets on which f * 
hits its upper bound f: 
d := {A 1 A E (Ao,M) such that 0 < f.(A) = f(A) and A is C -minimal with this 
property). 
Trivially, f,(A) = f’(A) = f(A) for all A E &. Intervals of the subset lattice will 
be denoted by (Aa,Ai), etc. 
Case (dl = 0: The strict inequality g&40) < g’(A0) and the Mobius inverses g* 
and g’ being identical on proper subsets of As yield 
c g’(B) < c g*(B) 
BCAI,B$AO BEAI,BG&I 
for arbitrary Ai with Ai > As. This implies a contradiction towards f* <P(M) f’ on at 
least one set B $ Ao. 
Case /&‘I = 1: Let JZ~ = {Al}. 
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(1) In case g,(Ai ) > 0 the additive function f*,E given by 
i 
g*(B) + c if B = Ao, 
g&B) := g,(B) - E if B = AI, 
g*(B) else, 
is dominated by f for sufficiently small E > 0; f *,E <P(M) f. Strict monotonicity of 
c* implies 
CVO) < 4Al) 
and hence g*,E has a lower objective in the linear program than g* contradicting the 
optimality of g*. 
The same argument applies if g,(Ai) = 0 but if g,(A) > 0 for some A E (&At). 
(2) In case g,(A) = 0 for all A E (Ao,Ai], the Mobius inverse g’ strictly exceeding 
that of g* at As requires 
c g’(B) < c g*(B). 
BsAI,BgAo ~C_AI,B$‘io 
This contradicts f* <pc~) f' on at least one subset B of Al with B $ Ao. 
Case \dl = 2. Let d = {At,&}. 
(1) Suppose g,(Ai) > 0 and g*(A2) > 0. Define an additive function f*,E by 
g*,JB) := 
{ 
g*(B) + c ifB=& orB=AiUAZ, 
g,(B) - E if B = Al or B = AZ, 
g*(B) else. 
For E > 0 sufficiently small holds f*,E <By. This leads to 
The 
c*@ol) + C*(lAl UAZI) < C*(lAll) + c*(l‘42l). 
latter inequality can be seen by 
D, :=A1 -(A, flA2), 
D2 :=A2 - (A, nA2), 
and uo := lAoI, ai,2 := IAl n AlI, ai := IAil, di := \Di( with CZ~ = ~21,~ + di, i = 1, 2. 
Note that Al n A2 2 Ao. This results in 
c*(ao) + c*(a1,2 + dl + d2) Gc*(qz) + c*(q2 + dl + d2) 
< c*(w,2 + dl I + c*(q2 + dz), 
as the weak inequality follows from c* being monotone and the strict inequality follows 
by differentiating with respect o dl > 0 and d2 > 0. 
The St& inequality results in c, c M,lBl >, c(B)g,,,(B) < CB c M,IBl >, c(B)g,(B) 
which contradicts the optimality of g*.- 
Sketch of Hasse diagram illustrating the redistribution of mass is seen in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. 
(2) Suppose min{g,(At),g,(Az)} = 0. If Ai E (Ao,Ai], i = 1,2 with g,(Ai) > 0 
and g,(AG) > 0 such that A’, and Ai are incomparable, the previous argument applied 
to Ai instead of Ai leads to a contradiction of the optimality of g*. For comparable A{ 
and Ai proceed as in the first version of case J&J = 1. Hence assume 
g*(A)=0 v‘4 E (Aoe421 
and proceed as in the second version of case Jdl = 1: equality f *(AZ) = f’(Az), strict 
inequality g,(Ao) < g’(Ao), and g,(A) = 0 for all A E (Ao,Az] imply 
c g’(B) < c g*(B). 
This contradicts the domination condition f + <Y(M) f’ on at least one subset B of A2 
with B $ Ao. 
Case IdI =r33. Let d={A1 ,..., A,}. DefineAt ,,,,, r:=A1n...nA,_>Ao, Di:= 
Ai -AI ,..., r and al,,... r := IAl ,.._, rl, di := IDi/, and ai := (Ail, 1 Gidr. 
1. Suppose g*(Al,..., r + UiEJc{l,..., r} Di) P= 0 for all ]J( odd. The additive function - 
f +,G given by 
g*(B) + E, if B = AI,_.,,+ U Di, IJ( even, J = 8 admitted, 
iEJ c{l,...,r} 
g&B) := g*(B) - E, if B = Al ,..., ,.+ U Di, IJ( odd, 
iEJ 5 { l,..., r} 
g* W, else 
satisfies f +,E 6 q(M) f for sulhciently small E > 0. As (use iterated differentiation or 
see [3, 13.3, p. 17Offl) 
C*(%..,,) + 2 (-l)j c c*(~t,...,, + di, + . . . + di,) < 0, 
j=l l<ii<...<i,<r 
* 
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we obtain in case of pairwise disjoint sets Di 
and thus a contradiction to g* being an optimal solution of the linear program. In case 
not all Di are pairwise disjoint, the inequality 
C(Al,...,r) +2 (-1)’ c C(Ai, U..‘UAi,) < 0 
j=l I<i,<.,.<i,<r 
results in the desired contradiction. The latter inequality is derived by adding negative 
terms to *. These terms allow to “lift” A I,..,,~ and some of the sets Ai allowing for 
pairwise disjoint Di’s. 
(2) Suppose minlJlodd{&(A1,...,r + IJiEJs(1,.,,,-)Di)) = 0. As in case i&l = 2 the 
previous argument is applied (to possibly less than Y sets), if subsets of Al,. . . , A, 
can be found such that the minimum of Mobius inverses on indicated sets is strictly 
positive. (A formal induction argument is obvious.) 
If there is no indicated system of sets with strictly positive minimum of Mobius 
inverses, again f,(Ao) -c f’(Ao) results in f,(B) > f’(B) for some set B $Z Al U 
. . . u A,. contradicting f <b(~#‘; a similar distinction of cases into comparable and 
noncomparable subsets as in case I&‘( = 2 applies. 0 
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